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Neutron stars properties
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● Extreme properties among all known observable objects
○ Great for exotic matter search!

● Most related data is unobservable
○ Not so great  then?

Extreme matter



Neutron stars properties
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As for now almost none 
models can be excluded 
from consideration! But we 
could really benefit from 
that..

Inner structure models



Neutron stars properties
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Continuous nuclear matter 
+ hydrostatic equilibrium   
=> Results based on 
Equation of State P(ρ) only

Nuclear phenomenology 
ultimate goal <= find the 
most descriptive nuclear 
EoS.

Can neutron star research 
help?

EoS

TOV eq.
(relativ. 
hydro):



Neutron stars properties
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Hybrid EoS

Arxiv: 2209.02050

Hadronic matter 
undergoes a 
phase transition to 
exotic matter in 
the core of a 
hybrid star
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Thermodynamic equilibrium
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Equilibrium of phases
It makes sense to apply hybrid EoS to neutron stars since we expect more 
than one matter phase within it (QCD prediction!)

At phase boundary, phases coexist in equilibrium:

● Thermal: no heat flow 
● Dynamical: pressure is equalized 
● Chemical: no charge flow

We also apply additional physical constraints, including
● Local/Global charge neutrality 
● Beta equilibrium

Even with these requirements, there are multiple ways to impose a phase 
transition in equilibrium!



Thermodynamic equilibrium
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Equilibrium of phases
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Rotochemical heating
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● Millisecond pulsars (MSP, rapidly rotating neutron stars) 
deviate from chemical equilibrium due to fast rotation

● Results in enhanced neutrino emission and heat 
generation – “rotochemical heating”

● Especially notable for old neutron stars

Quasi-equilibrium

Very important since it 
allows to constraint 
physical models, if 
spin characteristics 
and surface 
temperature are 
known



Rotochemical heating
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Temperature evolution

Notably different final states!
For stars in 
quasi-equilibrium 
(MSP), the final 
temperature mostly 
depends on 
rotochemical 
heating!

Reisenegger 1995
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Heat evolution

● Heat loss due to neutrino/gamma 
emission

● Heat acquirement due to 
spin-down energy release with 
each beta decay

IST EoS

Thermal balance:

Light atm.
Heavy atm.

Heating
source



Rotochemical heating
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Impact

Very gradual temperature loss

Yanagi Keisuke 2019

Mostly notable for MSP!

Imbalance is linked directly to 
the heating term

, where

period

Coefficient coming from EoS

initial

A rotating rate of MSP decrease -> the centrifugal force decrease -> NS continuously contracts -> it perturbs the local number 
density of each particle species away from equilibrium -> timescale of beta decay is much longer than that of the NS contraction 
-> beta equilibrium cannot be maintained



Conclusions
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❖ Compact stars may have a quark-gluon plasma or other exotics in their core,  
but we have not much options how to verify its EoS
➢ Rotochemical heating to the help

❖ Millisecond pulsars are especially interesting in this context as their spin-down 
power remains high long enough for this state to be reached with a substantial 
luminosity

❖ We plan to study the effect of this heating mechanism on the thermal evolution 
of hybrid millisecond pulsars with quark core, considering that both phases, i.e. 
hadron and quark matter, departured from beta equilibrium

❖ Our preliminary results show that the effect of rotochemical heating is very 
significant and gives apparent modifications of the surface temperature of 
hybrid stars, which could be probed with the present and ongoing x-ray 
telescopes
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Processes in different phases
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P-Pdot diagram
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